Douglas A. Ducey, Governor
John S. Halikowski, Director

March 21, 2016
Subject: IRP/IFTA Replacement System
Dear Motor Carrier:
I am writing to inform you of some exciting developments. The Department is working on a new and
improved processing system that will integrate service across the interstate vehicle registration (IRP)
and interstate fuel tax (IFTA) programs. We anticipate a rollout date of April 9, 2016 for the IRP portion
of the system. The IFTA portion will be rolled out on July 1, 2016 for the second quarter reporting
period.
This single system will merge IRP and IFTA, and integrate with State payment and accounting systems,
data clearinghouses, and Federal systems. Our primary focus is to deliver an efficient, user friendly
system in order to provide faster and more compliant services to you. Key features and benefits of our
new approach include:
•
•
•
•
•

More online functionality, including an advanced “dashboard” approach that will help you
manage your compliancy status and tasks.
Better and faster integration with Federal systems, thereby reducing data inconsistencies and
helping to avoid delays when traveling outside of Arizona.
More seamless integration, speeding the processes of titling and registering new vehicles.
Moving to a new and secure online payment system.
Linking existing MVD, IRP, and IFTA accounts under a single customer view. All current account
numbers will remain the same.

A secondary feature of the system rollout, scheduled over the first quarter of implementation, will allow
online processing and payment of IRP and IFTA services. In order to prepare for using the online
services, please keep in mind:
•
•
•
•

You will need no specialized technology.
You will need access to a good internet connection.
While each user can adjust Internet browser settings to enhance or disturb compatibility, the
system is tested to be compliant with Google Chrome, Internet Explorer® 10/11/Edge, Firefox,
and Safari.
You will be able to print IRP cab cards and IFTA licenses; therefore, access to a laser printer is
recommended.

Our team is extremely appreciative for your support throughout this exciting project. Please be aware
that some issues may arise, as they often do when a new system is implemented. Your patience and
willingness to work with us will be greatly appreciated.
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If you have additional questions, please email us at IRPIFTAINFO@azdot.gov.
Continue to check the following web pages for updated and additional information:
http://www.azdot.gov/mvd/MotorCarrierServices/InternationalRegistrationPlan
http://www.azdot.gov/mvd/MotorCarrierServices/InternationalFuelTaxAgreement
Sincerely,
Kevin Riddle
Motor Carrier Program Manager
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